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PREFACE

The G-24 Discussion Paper Series is a collection of research papers prepared
under the UNCTAD Project of Technical Support to the Intergovernmental Group of
Twenty-Four on International Monetary Affairs and Development (G-24). The G-24
was established in 1971 with a view to increasing the analytical capacity and the
negotiating strength of the developing countries in discussions and negotiations in the
international financial institutions. The G-24 is the only formal developing-country
grouping within the IMF and the World Bank. Its meetings are open to all developing
countries.
The G-24 Project, which is administered by UNCTAD’s Division on Globalization
and Development Strategies, aims at enhancing the understanding of policy makers in
developing countries of the complex issues in the international monetary and financial
system, and at raising awareness outside developing countries of the need to introduce
a development dimension into the discussion of international financial and institutional
reform.
The research papers are discussed among experts and policy makers at the meetings
of the G-24 Technical Group, and provide inputs to the meetings of the G-24 Ministers
and Deputies in their preparations for negotiations and discussions in the framework of
the IMF’s International Monetary and Financial Committee (formerly Interim Committee)
and the Joint IMF/IBRD Development Committee, as well as in other forums.
The Project of Technical Support to the G-24 receives generous financial support
from the International Development Research Centre of Canada and contributions from
the countries participating in the meetings of the G-24.
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Abstract

The main goal of the paper is to discuss the problem of macroeconomic policy coordination
in MERCOSUR and how it could contribute to sustaining growth. In the first part, the paper
reviews the macroeconomic situation of MERCOSUR, emphasizing the role of the
developments that followed the regime change in Brazil in 1999 and in other member countries
afterwards. The analysis suggests that the worst consequences of the crises have been
overcome and MERCOSUR will probably enter a new stage in which intra-regional trade
will resume the positive trend that it showed before the crises. However, for this new stage to
consolidate, it is crucial that Brazil increases its growth rate significantly. The second part
analyses the characteristics of macroeconomic fluctuations in the region. The paper focuses
on three dimensions that are key to designing a framework for macroeconomic policy
coordination. The first is cyclical movements within countries and the co-movements between
MERCOSUR members. The study allows us to distinguish between the effects of common
(i.e. regional) and idiosyncratic shocks. The second dimension is price and quantity dynamics
and the interactions between the activity level and the real exchange rate. The third has to
do with those financial market failures that contribute to creating and amplifying the shocks
that impinge on the region. The last section addresses what member countries can do to
support growth, macro-policy coordination, and financial integration. It is suggested that
for macroeconomic coordination to progress, it is crucial to identify how the incentives to
coordinate can be strengthened in order to avoid coordination failures that are similar to
those that followed the post-1999 crises and that had a deleterious effect on intra-regional
trade. From the study of cyclical movements, prices and financial failures, it follows that the
strategy for the implementation of the coordination framework should be able to work under
conditions of excess volatility; must take into account that the international financial
architecture is far from developing-country friendly; and, must emphasize the role of
institution-building at the regional level.
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REGIONAL ARRANGEMENTS TO SUPPORT
GROWTH AND MACRO-POLICY
COORDINATION IN MERCOSUR
José María Fanelli*

Since MERCOSUR was created by the Asuncion
Treaty in 1991, it has evolved in two very different
periods. Until 1998, the regional agreement was perceived to be very successful. There was a substantial
increase in the level of intra-regional trade and the
region attracted important flows of foreign direct
investment. This was accompanied by higher international visibility and the perception that the area
was becoming more stable. These facts contrast with
the results observed in the period that followed the
Russian crisis in 1998, which triggered a host of
negative effects and revealed that the MERCOSUR
countries were, in fact, rather vulnerable. In the
1999–2002 period, Argentina and Brazil introduced
radical changes in their exchange rate regimes and
experienced financial and macroeconomic instability. The Argentine economy, in particular, severely
deteriorated; there was a full blown financial crisis
and the country went into partial default. These
events had negative effects on the macroeconomic
stability of the two smaller partners, Uruguay and
Paraguay.

The consequences of the successive crises of
the exchange rate regimes on growth and regional
institutions were no less damaging. Between 1999
and 2002 the GDP growth rate was negative in Argentina and Uruguay, zero in Paraguay, and very low
in Brazil. The process to establish the governance
structures for regional transactions slowed substantially and there were partial policy and institutional
reversals in specific cases. The building of the customs
union was not completed, and neither macroeconomic policy coordination nor deep integration
showed any progress. The quality of the policy responses of the different partners in this period, on
the other hand, left much to be desired. The responses
were basically reactive and defensive. Domestic
goals took priority in the adjustment to the crisis and
no coherent policies were implemented to preserve
the integration process. The crisis revealed the weaknesses of the governance structures of MERCOSUR.
It was only natural that, in a context of high aggregate volatility, falling domestic activity levels, and
shaky regional rules of the game, intra-regional trade

*
This work was carried out under the UNCTAD Project of Technical Assistance to the Intergovernmental Group of TwentyFour on International Monetary Affairs and Development with the aid of a grant from the International Development Research
Centre of Canada. The author gratefully acknowledges research assistance by Ramiro Albrieu and Eduardo Corso and comments
by Alfredo Calcagno.
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showed a persistently discouraging evolution from
1999 on.
The economic situation of the regional bloc,
however, has been improving over the last three
years. There has been a substantial acceleration in
the growth rate; aggregate volatility is much lower,
and the worst consequences of the financial turmoil
are gradually fading away. Under these new circumstances, there has been a recovery in intra-regional
trade flows.
As a consequence of these developments, public opinion has been showing renewed interest in
analysing the pros and cons of integration. The main
concerns consider the ability of the regional agreement to enhance the competitiveness of the members,
the identification of the best-suited strategies to negotiate with other blocs, the improvement in the rules
of the game governing intra-regional trade, the eventual deepening of the degree of integration, and the
design of credible strategies to coordinate macro
policies. The debates involve questions that are analytically complex and demand empirical evidence that
is not necessarily available. What is clear, nonetheless, is that a thorough assessment of the integration
strategy – including the analysis of the effects of the
changes on the macroeconomic policy framework –
will be necessary in order to revitalize the process
and gain the political strength to introduce reforms.
In fact, the authorities have repeatedly stated that a
“redefinition” or “re-launching” of MERCOSUR is
critically important to ensuring its political viability.
The regional members are middle-income
countries characterized by marked social and geographic disparities. Therefore, it is reasonable to
assume that the benefits of this Regional Integration
Agreement (RIA) will ultimately be judged on the
basis of its contribution to development and that,
consequently, key development goals such as restoring strong and sustainable growth will play a central
role in the strategies to redefine MERCOSUR.
Achieving this latter goal will not be easy. The evolution of the region’s per capita income in the last
quarter of a century has been disappointing and was
associated with three persistent problems that are still
constraining the growth potential: excess aggregate
volatility, deficient integration with global trade and
capital markets, and weak economic institutions. A
central question therefore is: What kind of contribution – if any – can MERCOSUR make concerning
these three problems?

Of course, this question has multiple aspects –
from macro to micro and from trade and technology
to finance and institutions – the analysis of which
go well beyond the scope of this paper. Our intention is to address this question adopting a macroeconomic perspective in order to assess what
contribution a higher degree of macroeconomic
policy coordination can make. We will, consequently,
privilege the study of aggregate phenomena, such
as growth volatility, the fluctuations of quantities and
the real exchange rate, and external financial constraints. We will also examine those institutional factors that have a bearing on macro equilibrium, such
as the exchange rate regime and the rules governing
financial transactions, capital flows, and fiscal policies. We hope to show that macro-policy coordination can contribute significantly to sustaining growth
to the extent that it contributes to reducing volatility
and strengthening financial stability. The recent
growth literature has illuminated the central role of
finance in fostering growth and of macro volatility
in hindering it.1 Note that the institutional perspective naturally enters the macroeconomic picture to
the extent that macroeconomic policy coordination
and deeper financial integration are, in the first place,
exercises in institution building. Trade and technological issues, on the other hand, will only enter our
analysis to the extent that they impinge on aggregate volatility and are factors that can either facilitate or constrain regional macro coordination.
Historically, MERCOSUR countries have not
managed to establish a monetary and macroeconomic
policy framework that can combine credibility in a
stable performance of nominal variables with flexibility (particularly, in the exchange rate) as a way
to deal with shocks and protect competitiveness,
while ensuring external sustainability. A lengthy
experience of instability has greatly damaged the
credibility of “hands free” policies, while, at the same
time, the economies of the region have experienced
extremely large disturbances which demanded policy
flexibility of some type. But policies and credibility
are only part of the story. It is also crucial to understand the kinds of shocks that policies have to cope
with and these shocks have to do not only with the
structure of the economies of each member, but also
with the characteristics of the integration in the global economy. This determines the size of shocks, as
well as the presence or absence of ways for the
economy to diversify its idiosyncratic risks. Furthermore, the MERCOSUR experience indicates that
propagation mechanisms – including primarily the
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reactions of foreign investors’ sentiment – frequently
exacerbate rather than dampen shock impulses. It
has been observed that the financial position of firms
and the government can rapidly deteriorate under
unfavourable macroeconomic circumstances and,
when debtors are vulnerable, the solvency of banks
and the ability of the country to meet external payments may become uncertain.
The problem of coping with aggregate shocks
is essentially a problem of risk management, given
certain rules of the game. Although the goals of the
risk managers of financial institutions and national
authorities differ, because the latter’s objective is to
stabilize the economy rather than to maximize profits, it is still true that both have to develop efficient
strategies to cope with risk. In both cases the quality
of risk management will crucially depend on two
factors: the knowledge of the stochastic processes
generating risks and the rules of the game, which
pose constraints on what can or cannot be done to
prevent, mitigate and cope with the adverse consequences of unknown events. Institutions matter
because the quality of policies depends on the quality of the domestic institutional arrangements that
support the macro and financial regimes. Of course,
we should not overlook the fact that the problem
has an international dimension embracing both the
regional and global levels. Defects in the international
“architecture” may well combine with domestic
misperceptions and incentive problems to hinder the
development of sound and stable macroeconomic
policies. On the other hand, institutional arrangements
at the regional level could substantially contribute to
strengthening credibility, thereby simplifying the
task of national risk managers, as in the case of the
monetary arrangement of the European Union.
Thus, institutions and the credibility and ability of policies to help the economy to absorb shocks,
the size and characteristics of shocks, and propagation
effects are all key factors determining the countries’
robustness or fragility. This implies that they cannot
be overlooked when analysing the pros and cons and
the incentives for macroeconomic policy coordination. The main question in this regard is how to
design regional mechanisms that can promote steady
and systematic policies and reduce and diversify risk.
Two key hypotheses of the study are:
(i) The framework regulating macroeconomic and
financial policies in a given economy should
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not be conceived independently of the regional
arrangements in which the economy participates and the developments in the international
context. This applies to the design, reform, and
management of macroeconomic policies and
regulations.
(ii) The design of the institutional architecture for
the co-ordination of macroeconomic policies
at the regional level must take into account that
the regional members in MERCOSUR are developing economies. This means that we have
to consider the higher volatility of the macroeconomic and financial environment; the underdevelopment of the market structure (such as,
imperfections, missing markets, and high
transactions costs); weak institutions; and (as
a consequence) the reduced number of countercyclical instruments at the disposal of authorities.
These two basic hypotheses give rise, in turn,
to other questions which also motivated the paper:
What does macroeconomic policy coordination “add
up to” from the point of view of developing countries’ main goals: growth and successful integration
in the global economy? Can arrangements at the regional level make the domestic financial system more
stable/efficient/transparent? Given that implementation capacities may be weak in many developing
countries, why is institution building at the regional
level a good idea? Why is macroeconomic instability
an obstacle to deepening the process of integration?
The paper has three sections. The first section
reviews the situation of MERCOSUR, emphasizing
the analysis of the developments that followed the
regime change in Brazil in 1999 and in other member countries afterwards. The main goal is to set the
context for discussing the problem of macroeconomic policy coordination in the region. We stress
the role of some structural economic characteristics
that the countries in the region share. Among the
questions to be addressed are: What is the current
and recent evolution concerning regional trade? Why
is growth a problem? How well are the new exchange
rate regimes working? The second section analyses
the characteristics of cyclical movements within countries and of co-movements between MERCOSUR
members. This allows us to distinguish between the
effects of common (i.e. regional) and idiosyncratic
shocks. The section also studies price and quantity
dynamics and examines the interactions between the
activity level and the real exchange rate. On the fi-
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nancial side, we will show how external financial
shocks impinge on the region. A detailed knowledge
of these elements is key to developing countercyclical tools at the regional level. The last section
addresses what member countries can do to support
growth, macro-policy coordination, and financial
integration.

I.

Growth, trade, adjustment
and life after crisis

The members of MERCOSUR share a number
of structural characteristics that are key to understanding the challenges that the region is facing
concerning growth and macroeconomic stability. The
following stylized facts summarize the more salient
characteristics:
• MERCOSUR is a RIA between middle-income
countries.
• The growth rate has been uniformly low since
the debt crisis in the early eighties.
• The degree of economic and trade integration
is still low.
• The countries were hit by sizable aggregate
shocks in the 1999–2001 period and this has been
extremely detrimental to the integration process.
• Although the degree of industrialization differs,
the share of primary and traditional industrial
products in exports is still important.
• All MERCOSUR countries are instability-prone.
• The members show weak economic institutions
and low financial deepening.
In what follows, we examine these stylized facts
in more detail. The main purpose is to provide background information on the economic evolution of
the region after the Russian crisis in order to set the
stage for our discussion on macroeconomic factors
in the ensuing sections.

Growth, vulnerability and external adjustment
The figures in Panel A show the evolution of
GDP and the growth trend corresponding to the four
members of MERCOSUR. It is clear that the average rate of growth has been very low and aggregate
fluctuations pronounced. In the last twenty-five

years, the average growth rate has been less than
2 per cent in the cases of Uruguay and Argentina
while it was only slightly higher in Paraguay and
Brazil. Indeed, the case of Brazil is the most striking because this country was considered a “miracle”
of high growth in the post-war period. Between 1947
and 1980, Brazilian growth averaged 7.5 per cent
per year. It is easy to anticipate, then, that the popularity of MERCOSUR and the political will to deepen
integration will be strongly influenced by the ability of the agreement to contribute to restoring and
sustaining growth. Note that there are no substantial
differences concerning growth and fluctuations between the pre- and post-MERCOSUR periods.
The Russian crisis of 1998 revealed that the
economies of the region were highly vulnerable. To
reduce external vulnerability, it was necessary to
reduce the deficit in the current account. The privileged instrument was the depreciation of the
currency. Panel B shows the evolution of the trade
balance and the real exchange rate (a higher real
exchange rate means a real depreciation of the currency). The depreciation of the currency induced a
rapid fall in the members’ trade deficits and the two
largest economies recorded huge surpluses in 2004.
This situation is just the opposite of the one observed
in 1998 and has been instrumental in reducing
MERCOSUR’s external vulnerability.
The way in which real depreciation operated
to generate a trade surplus, however, has changed
over time. The most relevant effect of real depreciation in the short run was felt on imports, which fell
abruptly in Argentina, Uruguay, and Paraguay handin-hand with plunging domestic absorption. Imports
remained stable in Brazil because this country experienced the milder recessionary effects in the
post-devaluation stage. As time elapsed, however,
exports followed a sort of J-curve path and imports
stabilized or began to increase. Panel C shows the
evolution of exports and imports between 1990 and
2004. As can be seen, the evolution of Brazilian exports is remarkable, doubling between 1999 and
2004. Since imports were stagnant, the trade surplus is now at record levels. It is expected to be higher
than $40 billion in 2005. These developments, nonetheless, also have a darker side: stagnant imports are
the counterpart of low growth and the huge trade
surplus is giving rise to increasing complications to
manage monetary policy in the short run. To meet
the inflation target the Central Bank has maintained
extremely high real interest rates. In this context, it
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Panel A: REAL GDP (LC million)
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Panel C: TRADE (US$ billion)
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is not surprising that Brazil repaid its outstanding
obligations with the IMF in advance.
Argentine exports and trade surplus also show
a positive evolution in the period following real
depreciation (see Panel C). As a consequence, Argentina – like Brazil – is registering record trade surpluses.
Argentina’s evolution has two positive features:
(i) Imports are not stagnant; they are increasing
substantially as a consequence of high growth
and the increase in the investment ratio.
(ii) The increase in exports has occurred despite
the weak Brazilian demand for Argentine products, which means that the country has been
able to achieve a higher geographical diversification of its exports. The smaller economies
show a similar pattern concerning imports, exports, and the trade balance.

Regional trade, size and competitiveness
The figures in Panel D present the evolution of
the share of regional imports and exports in total
imports and exports, respectively.
Note the strong negative impact of the post1998 crisis on the significance of total trade: there is
a strong tendency for the participation of intra-regional trade to fall after that year. This tendency,
nonetheless, reversed after 2002 when the worst
consequences of the recessions triggered by the successive domestic crises disappeared. This evolution
confirms the importance of the domestic activity levels as a determinant of intra-regional trade, as has
been detected in several studies (see, for example,
Heymann and Navajas, 1998).
Some aspects of the recovery phase, however,
are somewhat disappointing and might ultimately
affect the incentives to deepen the integration process and to coordinate the macroeconomy. One
discouraging aspect is that the evolution of the Brazilian regional trade pattern differs substantially from
the rest. Brazilian trade has benefited much more
from the recovery than the rest. For example, while
the Argentine share of imports from MERCOSUR
has been increasing significantly since 2002 – coin-
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ciding with the strong recovery of growth, the share
of exports to MERCOSUR is falling and is substantially lower than during the pre-crisis period. Just
the opposite has occurred in the case of Brazil; the
share of regional exports in total exports increased
while the weight of imports from MERCOSUR has
been falling constantly. It is no wonder, then, that
Brazil shows an increasing regional trade surplus in
recent years. This situation does not seem to be sustainable in the long run and is currently a source of
concern in the negotiations to revitalize the RIA.
The fact that Brazil is doing better than the rest
in the recovery phase may be an obstacle because it
could deepen asymmetries. Panel D clearly shows
the differences between the larger and smaller members. As can be seen, there is an inverse relationship
between size and the regional trade/total trade ratio.
While the weight of regional imports and exports is
high in Uruguay’s and Paraguay’s total exports, the
weight is much lower in the case of Argentina and
Brazil. The second shows the lowest ratio. This
means that the effects of the fluctuations in regional
trade are stronger when the economy is smaller. Since
the effects of macroeconomic shocks on trade have
proven to be sizable, it is clear that the smaller the
country, the more valuable become the countercyclical policies applied by its neighbours.
Panel E presents the contribution different trade
items have made to the trade balance. Each item is
classified by the degree of sophistication of the products. It is clear that the members depend on the
primary and traditional industrial product surplus to
finance a permanent deficit in scale and technology
intensive goods. Although there have been changes,
this structural feature has not changed much over
the last twenty-five years. The picture, however, is
indeed different concerning intra-regional trade. The
share of exports of more sophisticated products (such
as those that exploit scale economies or are technology intensive) is higher and, in the case of Brazil,
some items show a relevant trade surplus (Fanelli,
Gonzalez Rozada, and Keifman, 2001). It must be
taken into account, therefore, that in the case of
MERCOSUR it is not only quantity but also quality
that counts. Since exports to MERCOSUR are more
sophisticated than exports to the rest of the world, it
is critical for the members to increase the volume of
intra-regional trade.
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Panel E: CONTRIBUTION TO TRADE BALANCE (CTB index)
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Panel F: BALANCE OF PAYMENTS (quarterly)
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Capital movements, prices and quantities
The most relevant consequence of the Russian
crisis on the region was the sudden fall in capital
inflows. Panel F shows the strong reduction in capital inflows that occurred in both Argentina and Brazil
after 1998.2 Under the new circumstances, it became
extremely difficult for these countries to finance the
ongoing current account deficit and, consequently,
it was increasingly apparent that a sizable reduction
in the deficit was necessary. This was not an easy
task, however. The high level of the deficit called
for severe adjustments and neither the international
nor the political economy stance were propitious.
Not only had the Russian events worsened financial
conditions in emerging markets, but the dollar had
also appreciated significantly. The “super dollar” was
extremely harmful to the price competitiveness of
the two largest MERCOSUR economies because

II

2005

both countries were maintaining a fixed parity. In
the case of Argentina this occurred because the country had instituted a currency board in 1991. The
Brazilian authorities, in turn, were de facto maintaining the fluctuation of the real/dollar parity within
a very narrow band in order to keep inflation under
control. Both countries showed a strong anti-inflation consensus after the hyper-inflationary events of
the eighties and, thus, an acceleration of inflation
would severely affect the governments’ popularity.
Under these circumstances, the authorities faced a
dramatic dilemma originating in the fact that ensuring external sustainability and political economy
equilibrium called for contradictory remedies. The
natural way to achieve a rapid adjustment in the current account was to depreciate the currency. However,
this implied changing the exchange rate regime and
allowing the inflation rate to accelerate, which would
have extremely stressful effects on credibility and,
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Panel G: NOMINAL EXCHANGE RATE, REAL EXCHANGE RATE AND ACCUMULATED INFLATION
Brazil: nominal exchange rate (R$ / US$), real exchange rate (BR/US) and
accumulated inflation (12m, IPCA)
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Argentina: nominal exchange rate (A$ / US$), real exchange rate (ARG/US) and
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hence, on institutions. The political economy stance,
nonetheless, determined that this dilemma was more
dramatic in Argentina than in Brazil. So, it is not
surprising that there was less procrastination in Brazil. Brazil induced the regime change in January 1999

while Argentina did not do so until three years later.
Both countries opted for more flexibility. Brazil instituted a floating regime and inflation targeting,
while Argentina opted for dirty floating with a monetary base target.
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Panel H: NET PUBLIC DEBT AND PRIMARY RESULT
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The most salient result of the regime change in
Argentina and Brazil was the strong depreciation in
the currency in real terms. Panel G shows the path
of the nominal and real exchange rates. We have also
depicted the evolution of the inflation rate. As expected, the increase in the nominal exchange rate
pushed the inflation rate upward. These facts confirm that exchange rate regimes are not neutral and
that nominal magnitudes play a substantial role in
determining the evolution of real variables. We will
elaborate further on this crucial issue in the next section. One additional interesting fact is that Brazil’s
trade surplus vis-à-vis Argentina is increasing even
though the Brazilian currency has appreciated against
the peso. This suggests that the Brazilian tradable
sector has been doing better than the Argentine one
after the crisis.
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The results concerning the adjustment on the
external side and the political economy also coincided with expectations. As can be seen in Panel F
after a period, the current account result turned out
to be highly positive. On the political side the results were no less impressive: In Argentina, the
President resigned in 2001 and the opposition won
the election in 2002.
The functioning of the new regimes in recent
years has shown some important benefits. First, the
inflation rate was kept reasonably under control after the devaluation. Second, external sustainability
improved and reserves were replenished. As Panel H
shows, fiscal discipline has improved substantially.
Both Argentina and Brazil are running substantial
primary fiscal surpluses. Third, the region has been
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growing. Nonetheless, some weaknesses exist. In the
case of Brazil, the flip side of the low-inflation coin
has been extremely high real interest rates and low
growth. Likewise, the level of the public debt has
been exerting pressure on the availability of credit
for the private sector. In the case of Argentina, the
maintenance of the real exchange rate has led to an
accumulation of reserves and inflationary pressures.
In addition, the level of financial deepening is still
extremely law. Credit to the private sector is only
around ten percent of GDP.
In sum, since the worst consequences of the
crises have been overcome, MERCOSUR will probably enter a new stage in which intra-regional trade
will resume the positive trend that it showed before
the crises. For this new stage to consolidate, however, it is crucial that Brazil increase its growth rate
significantly.

II. Cyclical fluctuations and the need
for adequate counter-cyclical
policies and financing
We have previously argued that the problem of
designing and implementing counter-cyclical policies can largely be conceived of as a problem of risk
management and that, therefore, two factors take
central stage: first, the degree of knowledge about
the stochastic processes that generate aggregate
shocks and the propagation mechanisms that transmit the shocks throughout the economy; and, second,
the quality of the macroeconomic regime, understood
as the institutions and practices that define the set of
macroeconomic policies which are feasible under
specific circumstances.
These two elements are especially important
in the current situation of MERCOSUR because both
the impulse-response mechanisms and the macroeconomic regime have changed as a consequence of the
crisis. These changes must be taken into account not
only to design the domestic macroeconomic regime
but also to advance in the coordination of macroeconomic policies. In the previous section we tried to
shed some light on the changes in the macroeconomic regime that the crisis induced and the way
the new regime is functioning. In this section we
discuss the characteristics of macroeconomic fluctuations and of cyclical co-movements in the region

based on the analytical literature on MERCOSUR.
The main purpose is to pursue the implications for
the design of adequate counter-cyclical policies and
macroeconomic policy coordination.
The issues discussed here are closely related to
those highlighted in the literature on optimum currency areas (OCA) and exchange-rate-regime choice:
the degree of symmetry of the business cycles, the
identification of the sources of shocks, volatility, and
the interactions of output and price disturbances. Our
analysis, however, incorporates some elements that
are overlooked in this literature that are critical to
explaining some particularities of the MERCOSUR
economies. We would like to highlight the following aspects in this regard.
(i) There is excess aggregate volatility. It is a welldocumented fact that stochastic processes tend
to be more unstable in developing countries.
In particular, the size and variance of shocks
are large and the parameters of the stochastic
processes frequently show unexpected changes
(“structural breaks”).
(ii) There is little synchrony between regional fluctuations in MERCOSUR.
(iii) Market failures are pervasive and, therefore, it
is necessary to consider the features of the economic structure that impinge on aggregate fluctuations. In the case of MERCOSUR, the
characteristics of the tradable sector, capital
flows, and domestic financial intermediation
contribute to shaping the price-quantity dynamics and regional co-movements (i.e., the idiosyncratic and regional components of aggregate
fluctuations).
(iv) Financial constraints and price rigidities play a
significant role concerning both shocks and
propagation mechanisms.
(v) MERCOSUR macroeconomic regimes have
been historically weak.
In what follows we analyse these factors in
more detail.

Excess volatility
Although there is a consensus that MERCOSUR
countries are volatile, measuring the degree of excess volatility is not that simple (see Fanelli, 2005).
In view of this, we will adopt a pragmatic strategy
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Figure 1

and use two standards to identify excess volatility:
international and analytical.
Concerning the international standard, we can
take developed economies as the benchmark. Given
that developing countries’ risk management is flawed
because market options to allocate risks are reduced
and the policy sophistication is limited, it is reasonable to assume that the amount of excess aggregate
volatility should be the lowest in those countries
where the level of financial deepening and the quality of policies is highest. Although the comparison
with the developed-country benchmark does not tell
us how far one developing economy is from a firstbest situation, it does tell us how much excess
volatility could, in principle, be eliminated if a developing country’s markets and institutions were to
become as strong as in developed countries. Figure 1
presents the volatility of GDP growth for OECD
countries and MERCOSUR. The figure indicates that
growth volatility is much higher in MERCOSUR.
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Our analytical standard will be the main predictions of the perfect-market theoretical paradigm.
The complete-market approach has a set of straightforward predictions regarding the relationship
between consumption and income volatility. First,
private consumption volatility should be lower than
income volatility to the extent that private agents
use financial markets to smooth consumption. Second, the evolution of domestic consumption should
be more correlated with the evolution of world consumption than with national income.
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These predictions indicate that they would engage in consumption-smoothing and consumption
volatility would be lower than income volatility if the
financial constraints that agents face in MERCOSUR
were not strict. Figure 2 shows that consumption
growth volatility is higher than income growth volatility in the case of MERCOSUR countries while
the opposite tends to occur in the OECD area, where
consumption volatility is lower than income volatility in most countries. A priori, this evidence suggests
that financial constraints are softer and that the quality of financial markets are better in high-income
regions, which is consistent with the close association between GDP per capita and financial deepening
that was detected in the literature (see Levine, 2004).
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Figure 2

these conditions, the evolution of domestic and world
consumption should be correlated while there should
not be a significant relationship between the growth
rate of domestic consumption and GDP growth. The
empirical results are just the opposite (see Fanelli,
2005). In sum, the evidence suggests that excess
volatility in MERCOSUR is sizable.

CONSUMPTION VOLATILITY,
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A natural first step to assess the degree of comovement of business cycles at the regional level is
to calculate the correlation between domestic business cycles, where “business cycle” is defined as
the residual left once the H-P trend has been removed. In this context, a high correlation suggests
the existence of common sources of and similar responses to disturbances. If the correlation is low,
however, it may be due either to differing disturbances and/or different responses to shocks.
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Table 1 shows that contemporaneous correlations between Argentina and Brazil are low, while
Uruguay experiences a larger degree of co-movement
with the other members. The value of the coefficients
indicates that the strongest co-movement occurs between Argentina and Uruguay.4 If we consider that
the United States is a well-developed monetary
union, we can use the value of the correlation coefficients between the United States regions as a
standard for comparison. According to the evidence
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Table 2
LEAD/LAG CORRELATIONS IN MERCOSUR
Panel A. GDP at time t + 1
GDP at time t

Panel B. GDP at time t + 4
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-0.15
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0.18

Source: Fanelli and Gonzalez Rozada (2004).

in Kouparitsas (2002) the minimum value of the correlation coefficient is 0.51 and the mean is 0.78. It
is apparent that the degree of co-movement in
MERCOSUR is much weaker. This suggests that
common sources of disturbances are weak and/or
that the responses to common shocks are dissimilar.
A contemporaneous correlation, however, does
not permit the evaluation of persistence and lead
relationships. We can obtain a better knowledge of
regional dynamics by computing lead/lag coefficients between these variables, that is, the correlation
between output disturbances at time t and at time
t+k and t-k, where k is a positive integer. Table 2
shows the value of the coefficients for k=1and k=4.
Coefficients close to one indicate highly persistent
cyclical fluctuations while coefficients close to zero
indicate very little persistence. Own-lag correlation
coefficients reveal a moderate degree of persistence
with Brazil showing the lowest value.
This evidence suggests that there is little inertia in the adjustment process, which is consistent with
the hypothesis that contracts are shorter under volatile conditions (Fanelli, Gonzalez Rozada, and Keifman, 2001). In the case of the United States regions,
for example, there are no own-lag coefficients below 0.9.
The effects of disturbances may be transmitted
across countries via trade, productive, and financial
channels. High lead/lag correlations relative to contemporaneous correlations indicate that there may
be relevant propagation mechanisms at work in the
region. The linkages of Uruguay with the largest two

members are the most striking in this regard. The
correlations between Brazil and Argentina do not
reveal any strong lead relations.
A drawback of assessing co-movement based
on cross-correlograms is that it only allows for a
rudimentary identification of the sources of shocks.
To improve identification it is necessary to apply
more complex methods and make more audacious
assumptions. Fanelli and Rozada (2004) build on the
unobserved component approach (Watson, 1986;
Kouparitsas, 2002) to decompose the MERCOSUR
countries’ real GDP fluctuations5 into idiosyncratic
and common cycles. The analysis reveals that Argentina’s idiosyncratic cycle explains 87.6 per cent
of the total cycle variability, while the common component represents 12.4 per cent of that variability.
For Brazil, the idiosyncratic cycle variability explains 84.5 per cent of the total cycle variability and
the common cycle variability explains 15.5 per cent.
In Uruguay, 87 per cent of the total cycle variability
is explained by the variation in the regional cycle
and 13 per cent is explained by the variability of the
common cycle.
This indicates that there is little synchrony between fluctuations. Nonetheless, a low correlation
of cyclical movements does not mean that there are
no coordination opportunities to exploit. The countries could still reduce macroeconomic volatility by
implementing mechanisms to exchange idiosyncratic
risks. The implementation of these mechanisms
should improve both macroeconomic stability and
welfare because it would expand trading opportunities and allow the economies to exchange risks that
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could not otherwise be exchanged insofar as the international markets for transacting those risks are
missing. For these mechanisms to be designed and
implemented, it is critical to fully comprehend not
only the relationship between common and idiosyncratic cycles but also to identify regional propagation
mechanisms within a unified methodological framework (see Fanelli and Gonzalez Rozada (2004) for
details).

Figure 3

MERCOSUR: COMMON CYCLE AND
FINANCIAL CONDITIONS, 1988–2003
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Structural factors: trade diversification and
capital movements
There is strong evidence that trade specialization matters to aggregate fluctuations. In his work
on the United States regional cycle, Kouparitsas
(2002) found that, in those United States regions that
devote a disproportionate share of their industrial
activity to the production of commodities, regionspecific cycles are dominated by fluctuations in
commodity prices that are largely exogenous to the
region: region-specific shocks explain almost 30 per
cent of the business cycle variation. In those states
in which industrial composition is virtually identical
to that of the aggregate the United States economy,
on the other hand, region-specific shocks account for
an insignificant share of the business cycle variation in income. According to Kenen (1969), if
countries specialize in distinct goods, they will be
affected very differently by a given disturbance.
Elaborating on this idea, Eichengreen and Taylor
(2003) show that real exchange rate variability is
associated with trade dissimilarity between partners.
If trade specialization and external shocks matter, one would expect supply shocks originating on
the trade side (variations in the terms of trade, oil
shocks, or changes in the parity between the main
reserve currencies) to be important. Following
Bayoumi and Eichengreen’s (1992) methodology,
Fanelli and Rozada (2004) find that the size of “supply” shocks is consistently larger than the size of
demand shocks in the case of MERCOSUR. The
comparison with the results obtained by Bayoumi
and Eichengreen (1992) for the case of Europe and
the United States reveals that supply shocks are much
larger in MERCOSUR, while demand shocks are
similar. In the United States regions and “core” European countries, the size of shocks is consistently
between 1 per cent and 2 per cent. “Peripheral”.6
European countries, however, are much more vola-
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tile. Their supply shocks are twice as large as the
core countries, which is a similar level of volatility
to the one that has been estimated for Brazil.
In addition to trade, in the last two decades
changes in financial conditions became a primary
source of shocks, hand-in-hand with the increase in
capital flows. Under these new circumstances,
swings in market sentiment usually induce changes
in the supply of external funds and the country risk
premium. In order to assess the influence of the external financial shocks and swings in market
sentiment on the co-movement of MERCOSUR
economies, Fanelli and Rozada (2004) run a regression with the common cycle that they identified using
Stock and Watson techniques as the dependent variable and a weighted average of the country risk
premium as the independent variable.7 They found
that the swings in financial market conditions that
affect the region as a whole have a bearing on cyclical co-movement; the risk premium variable is
strongly significant. Figure 3 illustrates this point.
There is a clearly negative association between the
common cycle and variations in the country risk premium.
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Financial constraints
Our previous findings concerning consumption
volatility indicate that financial constraints are particularly strong in MERCOSUR. The research results
(Bebczuk, 2000; Schmuckler and Vesperoni, 2000;
Bebczuk, Fanelli and Pradelli, 2002; Pires de Souza,
et al., 2005) indicate that: (i) credit markets have been
markedly segmented, (ii) the volume of cash flows
influences investment decisions, (iii) the capital
structure of firms varies greatly with the macroeconomic environment, (iv) changes in the volume of
credit anticipate movements in real activity, and
(v) movements in “country risk” indicators are strongly
related to domestic financial variables.
Typically, when the supply of funds is scarce,
firms tend to issue short-term debt or liquidate assets to cushion the effects of credit crunches and try
to reduce their financial obligations. In “tranquil”
periods, leverage levels tend to increase and more
long-term financing is utilized. Investors, in turn,
tend to increase the demand for dollar-denominated
assets when the macroeconomic environment worsens. In the case of Brazil, the public sector frequently
increases the proportion of its dollar-denominated
debt to satisfy the investors’ appetite at the cost of
assuming a higher currency risk (see Pires de Souza,
2005). This characteristic, which of course is derived
from the uncertainties of agents about the future of
the economy, particularly with respect to monetary
management, implies that an expansion of longerrun credit (either of external or internal origin)
carried with it the risk of currency mismatches if the
exchange rate varied significantly.
The tendency to demand dollarized, short-term
instruments when macroeconomic conditions worsen
is an autonomous source of difficulties. A macroeconomic consequence is that economic downturns are
associated with pressures on both financial and exchange markets. When the disturbance is strong
enough, it may end in “twin crises”.
Problems of liquidity and duration mismatch
can be linked to the behaviour of risk management
by banks, and to certain features of prudential regulations (see Calomiris and Powell, 2000; Fanelli and
Medhora, 2001). In Argentina, the experience has
been that, when the level of perceived systemic risk
increases, banks hedge against currency risk and seek
a better matching of the duration of assets and liabilities. This behaviour puts financial pressure on
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business firms and can lead to higher counter-party
risk. The Argentine crisis indicates that when the
economy is very weak, transferring risks to their
business borrowers may not solve the fragility of
banks.

Prices and quantities
Movements in the real exchange rate have been
highly correlated with shifts in the nominal exchange
rate (Fanelli, 2001). Thus, domestic price adjustments have contributed comparatively little (relative
to the nominal exchange rate) to the variations in
the real exchange rate (Rogoff, 1996; Froot and
Rogoff, 1995; Basu and Taylor, 1999).
During the nineties, the transmission of macroeconomic impulses between the MERCOSUR
countries grew significantly from quite low levels
as the volume of trade expanded. In consequence,
the bilateral real exchange with Brazil became an
increasingly significant variable for Argentina.
Fanelli (2001) examined the properties of the series
using GARCH models. This study found strong volatility in the variable, with considerable effects of
regime changes, such as the launching of the Argentine convertibility in 1991 and the floating (cum
devaluation) of the Brazilian currency in 1999. In
the case of Argentina and Brazil (perhaps because
of the comparatively weaker price inertia in economies with inflationary experience), the variance
around the mean is larger than for other economies,
but deviations have smaller mean durations. In fact,
the presence of a unit root is rejected more easily
for the Argentina-Brazil bilateral real exchange rate
than it is for the exchange rates of developed countries (Froot and Rogoff, 1995; Edwards and Savastano,
1999; Fanelli, 2001). That is, the bilateral real exchange rate has varied a great deal, but does not seem
to have a “permanent” drift. These results may be
relevant when examining the possibilities of monetary cooperation within MERCOSUR after the
current crisis has passed one way or the other, but
more research is needed concerning the post-crisis
period.
The research on the dynamics of prices and
quantities in MERCOSUR indicates that there is an
inverse relationship in the short run in the three countries under analysis (Fanelli and Rozada, 2004).
Whenever there is a movement above trend in prices,
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there is a movement below trend in output. The correlation turns positive, nonetheless, as time elapses.
Brazil shows the most rapid reversion in the sign of
the correlation coefficient. This seems to be counterintuitive. According to the literature, this relationship
should be positive in the short run and negative in
the long run as demand impulses are stronger than
supply forces in the short run, with the sign of the
correlation reversed as time elapses because of the
dominance of supply effects in the long run.
In the MERCOSUR context, however, this fact
is not as striking as it may seem at first glance. In
the region, prices tend to be above their trend under
two basic circumstances. First, a demand shock (because of monetary or fiscal impulses) creates extra
inflationary pressures and output expansion. As a
consequence, when the impulse originates in a demand shock, we would expect the response to take
the form of a positive correlation between output
and price disturbances. Second, upward deviations
in prices also occur when the domestic currency
depreciates, usually to compensate for an external
shock. The upward pressure on prices originates in
the fact that pass-through coefficients tend to be high
in the region. But unlike the case of demand shocks,
real depreciation usually has contractionary effects
on output; this is a well-documented fact in the region, particularly in the case of Uruguay and
Argentina. Hence, when an external shock occurs (a
“supply” shock) one would expect a negative correlation between prices and output disturbances.

more volatility than developed countries; idiosyncratic shocks are more sizable than common shocks;
the supply/external financial shocks dominate demand shocks as a source of short-run disturbances; and
real depreciation can trigger recessionary impulses.

Weak institutions
MERCOSUR countries have always faced
strong difficulties to develop “stability-friendly” institutions. The need for a monetary framework with
a well-defined institutional status and objectives that
prioritize slow-moving and predictable prices are
generally well understood. But the monetary regime
is only one component of the institutional infrastructure: sooner or later it will be threatened if fiscal
and financial policies do not cooperate to make it
viable. In this regard, budgetary control represents
a necessary condition for any reasonably stable
monetary system to work and be sustainable. Also,
it has been amply verified that financial instability
can result in large fiscal costs and strong (possibly
unbearable) pressures on monetary management.

The contemporaneous correlation between the
real exchange rate and cyclical movements in output is negative, confirming the importance of supply
shocks. Whenever the real exchange rate increases,
that is, the country becomes more competitive, real
output tends to fall below its trend in the ensuing
periods. In the case of Uruguay and Argentina the
correlation remains negative for several quarters after the change in the real exchange rate takes place.
In the case of Brazil, to the contrary, the correlation
coefficient soon becomes positive, indicating that
real depreciation is less contractionary. It appears
that Brazilian producers respond more quickly to
relative prices. It could also be the case that more
Brazilian firms on the verge of international competitiveness become internationally competitive
immediately following a real depreciation.

But it is also true that the behaviour of the financial system is influenced by the monetary setup.
A well-managed and well-capitalized banking system is a requisite to avert financial crises that may
jeopardize monetary stability. However, it is not a
sufficient condition since the health of the banking
system depends on the macroeconomic environment.
In the Argentine experience, it has been observed
that the financial position of business firms can rapidly deteriorate under unfavourable macroeconomic
circumstances. Clearly, when debtors are vulnerable,
the solvency of banks may be at risk. Thus, the macroeconomic properties of a monetary system
(including both its institutional credibility and its
ability to help the economy absorb shocks) are ultimately among the main factors in its robustness or
fragility. However, these depend on the presence or
absence of ways for the economy to diversify its
idiosyncratic risks. The matter has international aspects, both at regional and global levels. Defects in
the international “architecture” may well combine
with domestic misperceptions and incentive problems to hinder the development of sound and stable
macroeconomic policies.

In sum, the evidence presented in this section
suggests that the MERCOSUR members experience

If regional agreements are going to contribute
to the improvement of macroeconomic regimes, they
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should create tighter constraints on bad practices
and facilitate institution building. The two larger
MERCOSUR countries can make important mutual
gains if a deeper coordination between their macroeconomic policies results in better macroeconomic
practices. At present, the countries have different
exchange rate policies and this may be harmful for
the integration process if large shocks occur that affect one member more than others. An important step
in the right direction could be to announce that the
macroeconomic policies in the region will try to
achieve the convergence of fundamental macroeconomic variables and the harmonization of fiscal
institutions and prudential regulations.

ability to build the necessary institutions for the design, implementation, and enforcement of a macroeconomic regime defined at the regional level. This
means that the “technical” difficulties to design an
effective coordination framework would remain even
though the polities could face the political economy
challenge successfully. The characteristics of macro
fluctuations, regional co-movements, trade specialization patterns, and volatile capital flows suggest
that these difficulties can be important. In addition,
the succession of events with respect to financial
stress following the Asian crisis indicate that the institutions of the international financial architecture
(IFA) have not been able to help emerging countries
diversify national risk and thus, avoid marked downturns and financial collapse.

III. Regional arrangements to support
growth and integration

These two reasons suggest that for macroeconomic coordination to progress, it is crucial to
identify how the incentives to coordinate can be
strengthened and to design a strategy for the implementation of the coordination framework that can
work under conditions of excess volatility This strategy should also take into account that the international
financial architecture is far from developing-country friendly. In what follows, we will elaborate on
the implications of our analysis for these problems.
We emphasize the role of growth, institution building at the regional level, aggregate volatility, deep
financial integration, and the relationship between
initiatives at the regional and multilateral levels.

The design of the rules for the regional coordination of macroeconomic policies has proven to be
a complex task in general and it is perhaps more
difficult in the case of MERCOSUR. Two reasons
are central. The first is that, under the existing rules
of the regional game, the incentives to coordinate
do not appear to be strong enough to prevent the
prisoner’s dilemma situations. The characteristics of
the real depreciation of the national currencies and
the regime changes that followed the Russian crises
suggest that there was little concern, in practice, to
internalize the costs that national policy initiatives
had for the region as a whole and the resulting equilibrium was one of low intra-regional trade. This was
especially harmful for the smaller members. The
passive acceptance of the “bad” equilibrium implies
denying the simple fact that when it comes down to
constraints and opportunities, geography matters.
Geography is a constraint because countries cannot
choose either their neighbours or natural resources.
Geography is an opportunity because neighbouring
countries are in a better position to exploit the mutual advantages of trade and the opportunities for
productive complementation and macroeconomic
coordination. It is, of course, a task for the national
policies to change the rules of the game so as to create the right incentives to exploit the windows of
opportunity that exist at the regional level.
The second reason is that the features of the
macroeconomic dynamics that we analysed in the
two previous sections pose severe constraints on the

The challenge of growth and the building of
regional institutions
We have seen that MERCOSUR countries share
three characteristics: low growth, high volatility and
some weak economic institutions. Can a regional
arrangement be instrumental to restoring growth,
strengthening institutions and securing stability?
From our discussion it follows that a pressing
political goal of the four members is to restore sustainable growth. MERCOSUR can be instrumental
to this objective to the extent that it contributes to
improving the specialization pattern. We have seen
that the technological sophistication of intra-regional
trade is higher. Hence, by promoting trade, the regional agreement could greatly help to increase
productivity and improve the trade specialization
pattern. Although the specific analysis of trade is-
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sues goes beyond the scope of this paper, we must
take into account that the diversification of trade
could greatly facilitate aggregate risk management.
Trade diversification mitigates aggregate fluctuations
to the extent that it reduces the incidence of terms of
trade shocks.
If regional integration does not change the pattern of external trade, the regional members will
continue to depend heavily on the net exports of primary goods to finance the net imports of industrial
products and, particularly, the import of capital goods
that are essential to ensuring the accumulation of
capital and knowledge in the region. These characteristics of the trade specialization pattern have
important consequences for the macroeconomic dynamics and suggest that macro, “industrial” and
“structural” policies are far from independent. If we
assume that any policy measure to smooth macroeconomic fluctuations is, by definition, counter-cyclical,
it may be useful to distinguish between short-run
and structural counter-cyclical policies. Short-run
policies smooth fluctuations, taking the economic
structure and the macroeconomic regime as given.
Structural policies transform the structure and/or the
macroeconomic regime to reduce the size and frequency of cyclical movements. The distinction is a
natural consequence of our previous arguments that
stressed the role of market failures, institutional flaws
and some features, such as the trade specialization
pattern, as sources of macroeconomic instability.
This distinction implies that a program of structural
reforms may include counter-cyclical policies, such
as measures to complete the market structure and
increase its efficiency (to remedy instability-generating market failures); initiatives to restructure
institutions and to ensure enforcement of law and
regulations, and so on. Note that this view is akin to
the optimum currency area approach (Mundell, 1961).
It considers structural features to assess the convenience of a specific exchange rate regime and the
scope and effectiveness of macroeconomic policies.
Institutional weaknesses severely constrained
the ability of the authorities to respond to the challenges faced by integration in the turbulent years of
the period 1999–2002. Since it is the polity that builds
institutions and growth is essential to strengthen and
legitimate the government politically, it is clear that
MERCOSUR’s contribution to trade diversification
and growth and the process of building regional institutions are not independent developments. This
suggests that regional institutions and regional de-

terminants of growth should not be analysed independently.
The preoccupation with growth and institutions,
nonetheless, does not appear only within the context of MERCOSUR. One distinctive characteristic
of the nineties was the enthusiasm with Regional
Integration Agreements (RIAs) (World Bank, 1999).
The RIAs were perceived, in the first place, as an
instrument for integration with the global economy,
suitable for increasing trade flows and fostering foreign direct investment. Growth – and the closing of
the “great divergence”8 – was implicitly assumed to
be a developing country’s ultimate goal to join a RIA.
However, the “details” of how integration with the
world economy would result in an overall and sustained acceleration of productivity growth were not
fully spelt out. Neither did the literature discuss in
“detail” the problems posed by institution building.
The supply of blueprints was varied but the implicit
assumption in this case was that – independently of
the blueprint guiding engineering works – the European Union’s impressive ability to build regional
institutions was the benchmark.
After more than a decade of high activity regarding the formation of RIAs, the enthusiasm of
the 1990s has gradually given way to a period of
reflection on the quality of the results obtained. Two
facts stand out: first, the results in terms of growth
in general and catching up, in particular, are far from
satisfactory; second, the problems posed by institution building proved to be more complicated than
expected. The kinds of problems that are now being
discussed are well represented by two recent and
highly influential works: the World Bank’s report
on the lessons of NAFTA and the Sapir Report on
the European Union.
These two works share the concerns regarding
the results in terms of growth. In both cases, the conclusions are not optimistic. According to the Sapir
Report (Sapir et al., 2003) the EU economic performance has been varied. “While macroeconomic
stability has considerably improved and a strong
emphasis on cohesion has been preserved, the EU
economic system has failed to deliver a satisfactory
growth performance.” The authors of the Report
propose changes to establish a “blueprint for an EU
economic system capable of delivering faster growth
together with stability and cohesion in the enlarged
Union” (page 1). The diagnosis about institutions
and policies also pinpoints a number of weaknesses.
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The Report finds that the EU system of economic
policies is very complex and lacks coherence. “Coherence – across instruments and objectives, across
decision-makers and jurisdictions and over time – is
therefore difficult to achieve inside the EU system”
(page 1).9
In the case of the World Bank’s Report (Lederman
et al., 2003), the main conclusion regarding NAFTA
is that “NAFTA is not enough to ensure economic
convergence among North American countries and
regions. This reflects both limitations of NAFTA’s
design and, more importantly, pending domestic reforms.” The policy lessons for the FTAA are not very
optimistic. “An FTAA designed along the lines of
NAFTA will offer new opportunities for growth and
development in LAC, particularly if improvement
is achieved on some aspects of NAFTA –such as the
distorting rules of origin and the anti-dumping and
countervailing duties. However, significant policy
and institutional reforms will be necessary in most
countries to seize those opportunities” (page vi).10
The report does not analyse how regional integration interacts with the ability to build the necessary
institutions.
The recent literature on growth has emphasized
the role of institutions (Acemoglu et al., 2004).
Hence, it is not surprising that the concern about
growth is associated with the concern about institutions. However, we must take into account that the
literature on institutions shows important flaws when
analysed from the perspective of the questions posed
by growth and institution building in the context of
a RIA. For one thing, this literature focuses on the
domestic determinants of governance structures
while international actors and relationships play an
essential role in the formation of a RIA. In fact, to
tackle this problem, it is necessary to complement
the growth/institutions literature with the contributions of the literature on the role of international
regimes. There are a number of contributions that
forcefully argue that the characteristics of the international scenario affect the evolution of the domestic
economy and put severe constraints on the governance structures and policy regimes that are suitable
to sustaining the growth process and a successful
integration with the international flows of trade and
capital (Basu and Taylor, 1999). This raises two
points – highly relevant to RIAs in general and
MERCOSUR in particular–that the regional authorities must face. First, what is the relationship between
domestic governance rules and regional or inter-
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national rules? For example, is it sensible to import
institutions (as is the case of European accession
countries)? Is the institution building process easier
or more complicated? Second, the literature has basically emphasized that bad institutions generate bad
policies and, therefore, we need to improve institutions to improve policies. However, the role of
supranational institutions is largely unknown and,
more importantly, the Sapir report clearly states that,
in the case of the European Union, the outstanding
ability to build institutions may not generate highquality policies. In addition, the idea that good
policies naturally follow from good institutions has
also been questioned (Glaeser et al., 2004).
In the 1990s, the main points in the agenda were
those associated with the creation of a RIA and the
comparison with alternative strategies such as unilateral opening. Hence, the centre stage corresponded
to trade diversion vs. trade creation, the problems
posed by the establishment of rules of origin, the
implications of a common external tariff, and the
implications of deeper integration. The current preoccupation with growth, institutions, and policies
gave rise to a policy agenda on RIAs that substantially differs from this one. Important roles now
correspond to the identification of the new opportunities that the formation of a RIA can open to growth,
and the non-traditional advantages that a regional
governance structure can imply in terms of credibility and the facilitation of institution building concerning
the macroeconomic regime.

Volatility matters
It is crucial to solve the problem of the incentives to coordinate trade. It is clear that the larger
intra-regional trade is, the stronger the incentives are
to coordinate the macroeconomy. But it is also true
that trade is low to a certain extent precisely because
of the lack of macroeconomic coordination. To break
this vicious circle, political will is key. The agreement is under strong political pressure because the
four members have been dealing with sizable shocks
since 1999 and the consequences were highly detrimental to the integration process. Under these
circumstances, the most important challenge that the
bloc is facing is the recovery of the dynamic that the
integration process showed in the pre-shock period,
before 1998. Macroeconomic instability has been
and is still perceived by the authorities as one of the
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main – perhaps the main obstacle – to deepening the
process of integration and a variety of proposals have
addressed this problem. They go from soft macroeconomic coordination initiatives (i.e. periodic meetings
of economic authorities) to appeals to advance firmly
toward a monetary union. But, beyond the specifics
of each proposal, we think that one important conclusion that follows from this paper is that the problems
that policymakers must solve to harmonize the
MERCOSUR’s macroeconomies are different from
those that, say, the European Union was facing when
the architecture of the future monetary union was
being designed and built. In this sense, we would
like to highlight the following points that were raised
in our work.
First, volatility matters, and matters especially
in the case of recent regional agreements. We have
seen that shocks (for example, supply shocks) in
MERCOSUR countries tend to be larger and that
departures from trends tend to die out more quickly.
These characteristics appear to be shared with those
countries that were peripheral when the European
monetary union was being formed and with the
United States regions specializing in the production
of commodities. In this sense, the basic insight of
the OCA approach that calls for establishing a strong
analytical link between the characteristics of the
economic and the trade structure on the one hand,
and the macroeconomy on the other, seems to be
particularly suitable for understanding the cycle in
recent regional agreements.
Second, the decomposition of cyclical fluctuations into a common and an idiosyncratic component
uncovered a rich set of interactions that lie behind
series co-movements. In particular, it seems that
common factors originating in impulses stemming
from changes in investor’s sentiment are relevant to
explaining regional output co-movements and that
spillover effects between neighbours are significant.
Likewise, we have detected that the country-specific
cycle accounts for a large part of total output variance. These two points have important implications
for macroeconomic policy coordination, which are
largely unexplored. For example, while it seems sensible that the IMF helps these countries to manage
the effects of common global shocks that cannot be
diversified away within the region, the members of
the region could take some steps to diversify the idiosyncratic risks associated with the country-specific
cycle. More simply, there could be a division of labour in risk management. The IMF would help

countries to hedge “systematic” global risk and the
countries would develop an institutional framework
to manage those risks that could be diversified away
within the regional agreement, for example, via reserve funds or new fiscal instruments developed at
the regional level.
Third, finance matters for both volatility and
output/price dynamics. We have detected a relationship between the common regional cycle and
changes in financial conditions – as represented by
the country risk premium. We have also called attention to the fact that financial accelerator effects
may be important in explaining some features of the
output/price dynamics. This indicates that a more
stable access to international capital markets could
greatly help to stabilize regional fluctuations.

Financial integration
The importance of financial intermediation,
however, goes beyond its influence on macrodynamics.
Financial integration is a key component of the deep
integration process in a single market. There are two
main reasons. First, financial markets are an important segment of the services sector. Second, financial
intermediation is essential to the functioning of the
market economy as a whole because of the role that
it plays in the inter-temporal allocation of resources,
the management of risk, and the generation of liquidity. Higher financial deepening positively influences
static efficiency, growth dynamics, and the management of aggregate risks.
The most ambitious attempt at integrating regional financial markets was put into practice by the
European Union. The authorities of the European
Union perceived the integration of financial markets
to be of central relevance to the consolidation of the
monetary union and a more dynamic single market.
According to the EU authorities, deep financial integration can only be achieved if the barriers to
cross-border financial activities are effectively abolished. Based on this view, the European Commission
launched the Financial Services Action Plan (FSAP)
in the spring of 1999. Although this is a major undertaking, it has been recognized that the legislative
framework in itself cannot achieve an effective integration of the market. The elimination of obstacles
that have to do with differences in the practices and
organizations of the private sector in each member
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state plays a central role. Of course, a critical element that cements the financial integration efforts is
the Eurosystem. The Eurosystem is the arrangement
between the European Central Bank and the National
Central Banks of the member states. It governs the
monetary side of the economy and is responsible for
defining and implementing the single monetary
policy in the euro area.
In the case of MERCOSUR, financial integration can also play a key role. In fact, it could be
argued that the development of financial markets
could make a marginally more important contribution to growth, efficiency, and stability, than in the
case of the EU, given the underdevelopment of regional financial markets and the much higher degree of segmentation between national financial
markets (Fanelli and Heymann, 2002).11 Regrettably,
the benefits are higher, but the obstacles to financial
integration are also stronger. First, the cross-border financial transactions and the participation of financial
institutions of one member state in the market of the
others are minimal; second, there is no monetary
policy coordination; third, the institutional infrastructure is weak and dissimilar and the member countries have not been able to build regional institutions.
In sum, potential benefits are high but financial integration has to begin practically from scratch.
In order to meet the objective of deep financial integration the following specific points should be taken
into account: (i) it is reasonable to expect that the
greater coordination of the macroeconomy would
be of significant help, especially if it results in the
consolidation of a regional nominal anchor for regional financial contracts; (ii) the consistency between
the regulatory framework for regional financial integration and the regional coordination of monetary
regimes must be ensured; (iii) the authorities should
select what type of intermediaries and institutions
should be prioritized at the regional level. Our view
is that the first financial activities to be developed
should be those that present the most profitable combination in terms of the trade off between institutional
building requirements on the one hand, and potential contributions to fostering growth and improving
the management of risks and liquidity on the other;
(iv) there must be an effort to identify obstacles and
opportunities. The following are examples of littleknown issues:

• Identification of obstacles to integration: Differences in: legal and tax systems; regulations;
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private sector practices (informal rules, language, cultural barriers), industrial standards;
the technological level of intermediaries; monetary frameworks; the degrees of banks’ resilience
and the volatility of returns; market structures
and the degrees of competition; policies regarding the opening of the capital account; the
degree of access to international markets; the
linkages with the International Financial Institutions.

• Identification of opportunities for: better diversification of idiosyncratic risks; better management of aggregate risks and the development
of regional stabilization funds; cross listing of
stocks in the regional markets; increases in
intraregional foreign investment; the development of regional bonds markets and the financing of large regional infrastructure projects.

MERCOSUR, the IFA and national risk
management
In the present international scenario there is not
too much room for autonomy. The regional authorities must learn to pursue their best interests in an
increasingly interdependent world. This means that
policies must be designed with an eye both on the
region and on the global setting. To be sure, this does
not deny that the quality of domestic policies and
institutions matters a lot in the current situation. International initiatives should complement rather than
replace consistent national policies. But, this said,
note that national efforts may not be sufficient to
ensure sustainable growth in the post-Bretton Woods
world, characterized by broad swings in real exchange rates and in the United States demand for
international capital; significant deregulation of trade
and financial transactions; and, the greater importance of capital flows, which can be highly volatile.
Increased volatility and interdependence have given
rise to difficult policy challenges because they simultaneously increased the demand for volatilityreducing policies and severely restrained the domestic
authorities’ autonomy. One expression of this was
the appearance of the “trilemma” (Frankel, 1999),
that is, the necessity to choose between autonomous
monetary policy, exchange rate stability, and free
capital mobility. To be sure, the diversity of the existing exchange rate arrangements in developing
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countries suggests that there is scope for intermediate solutions between fixing and pure floating. But,
the depth of the recent crises in the region suggests
that emerging economies are facing particularly severe constraints on their ability to implement effective counter-cyclical policies.

What goals should the MERCOSUR countries
pursue in negotiating the regional and multilateral
“counter-cyclical” agenda? From our analysis it follows that they need arrangements that can help to:

• minimize the volatility of national income;
• ameliorate international capital market imper-

These challenges call for creative policy responses to complement domestic counter-cyclical
efforts with the development of new policy instruments in the regional and multilateral ambits. In this
regard, the MERCOSUR countries can reap important benefits from establishing mechanisms designed
to operate at the regional levels. Obviously, this demands efficient coordination of the different decisionmaking levels. But the potential benefits of facing
the challenge in terms of institution building are
worth the effort.

fections;

• minimize the variance of foreign exchange proceeds;

• develop international institutions to support.
Of course, establishing these goals at the regional
level does not mean that multilateral institutions and
organizations dominated by developed countries like
the G7 should not contribute to the stabilization effort. In particular, these institutions could develop
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Figure 5
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mechanisms to manage the consequences of “systematic” or “global” risks, that is, risks that originate
from global coordination failures and spillover effects inherent to the operation of the world economy.
These organizations have comparative advantages
in helping developing countries to:

• smooth volatility of financial flows and eventually alleviate credit rationing;

• manage disequilibria induced by misalignments
in key macroeconomic variables in developed
countries (e.g. real exchange rate variations,
sudden changes in fiscal or monetary policies
that change financial conditions, the United
States demand for external funds).
The current international situation, however, is
not encouraging in this regard. Two facts are ex-

tremely disappointing. The first is that the huge increase in the use of international capital by the United
States has de facto crowded out the MERCOSUR
countries in international capital markets. Figure 4
shows that there has been an inverse relationship
between the uses of international capital by
MERCOSUR and the United States in recent years.
The second fact is that the macroeconomic response
of emerging countries to the uncertain financial environment that followed the Asian crisis was to
increase substantially the stock of reserves (see figure 5). This liquidity-strengthening strategy has an
important opportunity cost in terms of growth forgone. It seems sensible to assume that a better
exploitation of the possibilities for smoothing fluctuations operating at the regional level could help
save a good part of the costs of excessive reserve
accumulation.
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See Levine (2004). It must be taken into account, nonetheless, that the goal of achieving higher financial deepening and deeper integration with international capital
markets has proved to be far more difficult than expected.
The countries in the region have implemented important
financial reforms and liberalization measures that did not
preclude financial distress episodes.
For the sake of brevity, this subsection concentrates on
the analysis of the two largest members.
This section draws on Fanelli and Gonzalez Rozada
(2004).
We did not include Paraguay because of a lack of data.
The unobserved components approach is usually applied
to decompose an observed time series into their seasonal,
trend and irregular components.
Bayoumi and Eichengreen (1992) divide the EC and the
United States into a “core” of regions characterized by
relatively symmetric behaviour and a “periphery” whose
disturbances are more loosely correlated.
To control for endogeneity, they instrumented the country risk with its own lag and corrected for autocorrelation
in the residuals with an AR(2).
According to Alan M. Taylor: “The Industrial Revolution implied wherever it spread – and equally, where it
didn’t – as countries traded among themselves, exchanging manufactures for primary products and vice versa.
This was a fundamental international division of labor
that had not been seen before on such a scale, and it also
heralded the Great Divergence of incomes and productivity in the last two centuries” (Taylor, 2002: 6).
This opinion, nonetheless, has not gone uncontested.
Blanchard (2004) argues that part of the increase in productivity was used for increasing leisure rather than increasing monetary income.
“In particular, the reforms will need to focus on reducing macroeconomic instability, improving the investment
climate and the institutional framework, and putting in
place an education and innovation system capable of
fostering technological advancement and productivity
growth. In addition, regional trade integration will have
to be accompanied by unilateral, bilateral and multilateral actions on other trade fronts to maximize the gains
from trade liberalization and reduce the possible costs
from trade diversion caused by the FTAA “ (page vi). Of
course, one may wonder why a country should prioritize
joining FTAA in the first place if the country can meet
all these conditions. It is as if the growth capability of
the country were to help FTAA to be successful rather
than the other way around.
The literature on financial intermediation in developing
countries has produced sound analytical arguments and
abundant empirical evidence on the links between finance
and growth (See, for example, Levine, 1997).
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